Sub: Levy of Terminal Access Charge (TAC)
(ii) NWR’s letter No.C-387/PCO/Container/Misc dt.15.05.2020.

Please refer to NWR’s letter under reference forwarding a representation of M/s HTPL regarding dispensation from Terminal Access Charge (TAC) at Narnaul CRT.

The matter has been examined in consultation with Traffic Transportation Dte. and request of the party has not been agreed to. It may be noted that a concession of 50% has now been given with respect to Terminal Access Charge at Group-III CRT vide Corrigendum No.37 under reference (i).

It is advised while forwarding any representation of freight customer or seeking a clarification, Zonal Railway may peruse the extant policy guidelines and take up due analysis including case specific factors and send a self contained proposal with specific recommendation. The proposal involving financial implication should invariably contain the views of associate Finance.

(Shilpi Bishnoi)
Director, Traffic Commercial (Rates)
Railway Board